Douglas® Field Maintenance Equipment

Dry Line Markers

4 wheels, 10” pneumatic tires, 100 lb. capacity (Item # 36708)
4 wheels, 10” pneumatic tires, 50 lb. capacity (Item # 36707)
4 wheels, 65 lb. capacity (Item # 36710)		
2 wheels, 25 lb capacity (Item # 36709)
Made of galvanized steel to prevent rusting. Oversized foam rubber hand grips provide
operator comfort to mark 2” or 4” lines. The instant on and off handle-mounted control
lever allows for precision marking.

Mark 1 (Item # 36715)
All metal construction for sturdiness and
durability. Comes fully assembled. 10” wheels.
Sprays one can and stores 12 cans. Spray width
is adjustable from 2” to 6”. Handle folds for easy
storage. Paint is not included.

Paint Marking Machine

(Item # 36714)
This ready-to-use machine requires no accessories and can apply clean, crisp, even stripes
or marks from 2” to 5” wide.

Wheel Wand
Marking Tool

(Item # 36714W)
Great for striping stencils,
lines, circles and words.
Easy-to-use with finger
trigger and wheel guide.

White Line Athletic Paint

White (Item # 36715p) Colors (Item # 36715pc)
Specially formulated to produce bright, durable lines on grass. All White Line paints
are completely safe for players and will not harm grass. The extremely durable, waterresistant formula will not wash away in the rain. Non-clogging
design allows the paint to completely empty, minimizing waste.
The unique “stair step” design of the universal tip fits nearly
all paint stripers. Colors include White, Hot Orange,
Yellow, Blue, Red, Turf Green, Light Blue and Black.
Case of 12, 18 oz cans.

Drag Broom (Item # 34845)

Cleat Cleaner (Item # 36760)

The rugged all rubber construction will de-mud cleats quickly providing better
traction, decreased injuries, and cleaner dressing rooms. Can be mounted to
treated lumber and buried in the ground for permanent installation or thrown
down for temporary use. Measures 13” x 12-1/2” with 84 spike cleaners.

Aluminum Maintenance Rake

Scarifer/Lute (Item # 34825)

24” (Item # 36700)
30” wide for extra-fine grooming or smooth
36” (Item # 36702)
finishing. One side has serrated teeth and the
This high-strength aluminum construction rake other side is a leveler.
is lightweight and versatile. One side rakes and
the other side levels.

Cocoa Mop (Item # 36737)
24”x 18” mop constructed from natural cocoa
fibers that “float” across the surface. The mop
produces a smooth finish with minimal movement
and buildup of your infield mix. Ideal for use
around the mound, along infield edges and baselines, and to groom cutouts and other tight areas.

84”wide broom is constructed of heavy-duty
aluminum with scarifying edge for breaking up pack
soils. This Drag Broom has 3 rows of bristles to
give your playing surface a professional look.      

Baserunner Rake (Item # 36703)

Field rake with telescopic handle that easily
adjusts from 39” to 70”. Rake knocks down for
easy storage. The 36” wide, high striking edge is
excellent for grading, while the rounded teeth are
non-gouging.

Douglas® Field Maintenance Equipment
Cut-N-Level Drag Brush 6’w x 4’6”d (Item # 36738)

Used in routine maintenance, the Cut-N-Level drag can be
used for rock removal, smoothing and leveling the field as the need
arises; saving hundreds of man hours normally needed to do these
jobs. It features flat steel cutting blades and a screen for rock removal. The cutting blades are slotted and attached to the main frame
with bolts, allowing the operator the ability to adjust the blades for
the desired depth of cut. Frame and blades are galvanized.       

Steel Drag Mats

Big League Field Drag (Item # 36739)

3’W x 4’L (Item # 36728)
6’W x 6’L (Item # 36726)
3’W x 5’L (Item # 36724)
10’W x 6’L (Item # 36721)
6’W x 3’L (Item # 36727)
Professional all-steel drag mats include drag bar and rope.
Available in 5 sizes. Mesh material is 3/8” by .046 galvanized
steel. Perfect for general grooming and maintenance.

This field drag will condition a 5’ wide path on one pass.
Designed to break up dirt or cinders on the baseball field or track.
With bolts down, it tears up the dirt and with angle iron down,
it levels the playing surface. Features 46, half-inch diameter bolts
that protrude 2-1/2” from the frame. The bolts are staggered with
3” gaps, and can be easily replaced when worn. A heavy-duty
chain trails the unit to break up any dirt clumps. Designed to hold
two cement building blocks (not included) for additional weight
when necessary. Replacement bolt kits are available     

Cocoa Drag Mat

4’ x 2’ (Item # 36734)
6’ x 2’(shown) (Item # 36735)
6’ x 4’(Item # 36736)
Constructed from natural cocoa fibers that “float” across the surface producing a smooth finish with minimal movement and buildup
of your infield mix. Unlike steel drags, cocoa mats drastically reduce
the accumulation of dirt. Flip the drag over and use the solid steel
twin-bladed cutting edge for shaving off high spots and filling in the
low. 2’ deep drags include a tow rope with wood handle while the
4’ deep drag includes a HD tow chain at no additional cost.       

Cutting Bar (Item # 36729)
Unique 6’ asymmetrical cutting bar levels and smooths rough spots
and eliminates ridge build-ups. The cutting bar is sized to match
our 6’ x 6’ drag mats and includes quick link attachments. Drag
mat sold separately.      

Batter’s Box Folding Template

4’ x 6’ Baseball (Item # 36755)
3’ x 7’ Softball (Item # 36755s)
Lightweight aluminum frame template will make striping
your batter’s boxes quick and easy. To use, simply line
the handle up with the straight side edge of homeplate
and you will be square and the correct distance away
from homeplate for proper alignment. Then, step on
template and leave a 2” wide impression to chalk over.
Folds in half with a double handle for easy transport.

Economy Batter’s
Box Template

4’ x 6’ Baseball (Item # 36756)
3’ x 7’ Softball (Item # 36756s)
Quick push-button design allows for easy
assembly and disassembly. Heavy-duty 1”
square galvanized steel construction features
a regulation size home plate locator for easy
alignment.

Puddle Pillows Case of 10 pillows (Item # 36761)
Drastically reduce the time it takes to remove water puddles
from your field. Constructed from heavy-duty filtering fabric,
the pillow allows water to flow through, but not the dirt.
Can be used time and time again. Simply place in standing
water, when saturated, remove and squeeze dry. Pillows are
seamed in the middle creating 2 “pockets” which allow the
pillows to be hung over the fence to dry. 10 pillows per case,
each pillow can absorb up to 3.5 liters of water.

Diamond Pump (Item # 36796)
Extra 1-1/2”Hose:
25’ (Item # 36918A)
50’ (Item # 36918B)
75’ (Item # 36918C)
Remove excess water with this lightweight
pump. Pumps 18-20 gallons per minute and will
not clog due to it’s unique design. Just place in
water and start pumping. Extra hose lengths are
available. Two feet of hose is included.

Tamp (Item # 36704)

All-steel welded construction
with a black powder coated finish. 1/4” steel plate is excellent
for packing dirt or field dressing
around home plate and mound
area. Base measures 10” x 10”
with 42” handle.

